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MISSION:   
 The purpose of the Borger I.S.D. Honor Wall is to honor and perpetuate the memory 
 of those individuals, particularly alumni, who have brought recognition, distinction, 
 and excellence reflecting honorably to the Borger Independent School District.  
 
ELIGIBILITY: 
 Any former Borger I.S.D student, staff or community member who has made such
 contributions will be eligible for inclusion on the Honor Wall: 
 

 Alumni are recognized for their outstanding accomplishments while 
enrolled in the Borger I.S.D. as well as achievements following 
graduation. Alumni may not be considered for nomination until five 
years*(5) following their graduation from the Borger I.S.D. 

 Staff are recognized for their contributions to the Borger I.S.D., as well as 
the greater community. Individuals may not be current employees of the 
school  district and may not be considered for nomination until five (5) 
years* following their completion of employment with the district.  

 Community members are recognized for their contributions to the 
Borger I.S.D. Consideration is given to those who demonstrate 
contributions or service for a minimum of ten (10) consecutive years.  

(* may be granted posthumously) 

COMMITTEE SELECTION: 
 A Committee of five will be appointed by the Board of Trustees. 
 The Committee will consist of:  2 Alumni, 2 Community Members, and 1 School 
 Administrator. 
 
COMMITTEE PURPOSE: 
 A community-based committee reviews nominations and conducts research of records 
 to select outstanding candidates for the Borger I.S.D. Honor Wall. Nominees who are 
 not selected are automatically reconsidered the following year and consecutively after 
 that for a maximum of 5 years. The first year (2011) four recipients will be chosen and 
 subsequent years two(2) will be chosen. 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP: 
 The selection committee reviews nomination materials and selects the most deserving 
 honorees. This process may be accomplished through a series of meetings. A member 
 of the committee is designated to facilitate the selection process. The honorees are 
 selected by consensus of the committee, if at all possible. If consensus cannot be 
 reached, then the decisions occur through a majority vote of the committee members. 
 The committee will make a recommendation of honorees to the Board of Trustees for  
 final approval. 


